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Apple Telecom 2.0 & ColorSynch 2.0!
Apple has delivered more new operating system software since the debut of System 7.5.1 and

QuickDraw GX 1.1.1 (see FaxNews 02/09). This weeks flavours include the all new Apple

Telecom 2.0 software for all Express Modem and GeoPort owners, as well as the newly re-

vamped and super-charged ColorSynch 2.0. Both of these updates are available on-line in our

authorized Apple Software department. [from the Precursor BBS Desktop go Files:Apple

Stuff:Updates & Utils]

HP LaserJet 5MP!
Hewlett Packard has introduced the LaserJet 5MP, a 600 d.p.i PostScript printer which is the

industry’s first to offer built-in wireless communications. Canadian price is expected to be

$1,885. Users also may obtain information and support by fax from HP FIRST (800) 333-1917.

Read the Press Release on-line [from the Precursor BBS Desktop go News:Press Releases]

Global Village Platinum 28.8 v.34 Modems!
Global Village, makers of the popular GlobalFax software for their lines of TelePort and

PowerPort modems have finally begun shipping a 28,800 b.p.s. v.34 modem called the TelePort

Platinum, (PowerBook 100 series computers can use the PowerPort Platinum).  The new modem

actually costs less than the old TelePort Mercury and is available at attractive prices from

various mail order houses. For more info go on-line and check out Files:Comm Stuff.

Adobe Print Central 4.0; Color Central 2.5 !
Adobe is now shipping the new PowerMac native Print Central version 4.0. The new software

costs $795 (U.S.). Upgrades from any previous version of Print Central software can be obtained

for $195 (U.S.).  Adobe also introduced Color Central version 2.5 software which will improve

prepress productivity with improved font management and enhanced AppleScript support.

Users will be able to customize Color Central and simplify server administration with the new

features.   Color Central 2.5 software is expected in the second quarter of 1995 at a cost of

$3,995 (U.S.). Upgrades from version 2.2 will be free. For more info contact the Adobe Prepress

Group at (800) 685-OPEN or see the press releases on-line. [News:Press Releases]

Kodak, Adobe Deals Galore!
At last weeks Seybold Seminars Kodak and Adobe announced a slew of deals that will effect

electronic publishing and digital photography. In addition to opening up the PhotoCD stand-

ard and introducing a new digital camera, Kodak announced deals with Adobe, IBM and

Hewlett Packard to strengthen the PhotoCD standard. Adobe teamed with IBM and Netscape

to make Acrobat a standard for all IBM computers and for the internet. Read all about it on-line.

[from the Precursor BBS Desktop go News:Press Releases]
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